
Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by Crimson on Thu, 06 Nov 2003 00:48:14 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

These questions are for Frijud. If anyone can help me fill in the blanks, please do.

1.  How did Neo defeat agent Smith?
Um, he and Trinity flew to the machine city (01) and Neo spoke to the Deus Ex Machina which
was this big machine with a face made of sentinel-like things. He told them that Smith would
destroy the Matrix and only he (Neo) could stop it. The machines agreed to end the war if Neo
succeeded. He was jacked in by the machines and met up with Smith who had inhabited pretty
much every single person/program in the Matrix, up to and including the Oracle. They got into a
huge brawl spanning city streets, abandoned buildings, and zero gravity. Finally Neo succumbs to
Smith and Smith infects him. The machines read the virus/Smith code and quickly determine how
to destroy it/him and all the Smiths explode in white light and become the people they once were.
I'm basing some of this on my interpretations.

2.  Did that one guy get the "eye of the orcle" and return Neo?
The Merovingian is holding Neo at the start of the movie. He wants the eyes of the Oracle in
exchange for Neo. Trinity manages to get herself in a position to kill the Merovingian at the cost of
her own life but he decides to let him free to save his own life. That's in the first 30 minutes of the
movie then we don't see/hear from him anymore.

3.  How did Neo destroy/stop all the sentanals outside the matrix?
I don't believe this is clear. He uses this ability even more in the real world in the movie.

4.  Does Zion get destroyed?
The dock is pretty much destroyed, several die, but Zion survives and so do most of the
inhabitants.

5.  Does the Matrix get destroyed?
Unclear. The architect talks to the Oracle (who is the mother of the matrix) at the very end and
mentions something about freeing the "others", but I don't know if that's all humans or what.
Blazer thinks that since the war is over, he will free all humans who are essentially POWs.

6.  Does Morphious get the girl?
Pretty much. No kissing or anything, but their old memories and some trying experiences draw
them back together.

7.  What happens to the Archatech?
We see him at the end. I don't remember a lot of what they talked about. Maybe someone else
can fill this in.

8.  Can frijud actually spell?
Nope.

9.  What happens to the guy that Agent Smith takes over in the real world?
This was awesome. He wakes up around the time Neo gets out of the Merovingian's hold, and the
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actor talked and acted JUST like Hugo Weaving. He stowed away aboard the Logos (Niobe's
ship) when Neo and Trinity took it to go to the Machine city. (Niobe and the crews of the Neb and
the Logos flew back on the Hammer, which is the ship that rescued them at the end of Reloaded)
Once Trinity and Neo are ready to go, Bane trips a fuse and attacks Trinity when she comes to fix
it. He uses her as bait to get Neo in the back of the ship with a gun. Trinity is thrown below where
the fuses are and locked in while Neo and Bane battle. There's a lack of Kung Fu in the real world.
 They wrestle over the gun and Neo is blinded. Bane/Smith thinks he's won, but Neo can still see
his essence in a golden glow and uses that to back Bane into a corner. Shortly after, Neo gets into
position with a pole and knocks Bane's head off.

10.  How is the battle between the the mechwarrors and the sentanals?
Awesome.  Zion put up one hell of a fight.

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by England on Thu, 06 Nov 2003 00:54:33 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Quote:5. Does the Matrix get destroyed? 
Unclear. The architect talks to the Oracle (who is the mother of the matrix) at the very end and
mentions something about freeing the "others", but I don't know if that's all humans or what.
Blazer thinks that since the war is over, he will free all humans who are essentially POWs. 

I do believe this one sets it up for a fourth film, also you dont see Neo die, you just see him being
taken away by a machine..

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by TheGunrun on Thu, 06 Nov 2003 00:55:02 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Is there any room for a sequil? It would be nice to see an after math kind of thing. Maybe the
second level of the matrix is real.

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by boma57 on Thu, 06 Nov 2003 01:01:15 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I just got back from seeing it and despite what others have said, I will defend to all ends my
opinion that it was awesome.   

As for my take on the end...

Peace was finally achieved. By giving his life to save the machines from Smith, Neo had proven
that he truly wanted peace, and thus the machines honored their end of the deal. When the
Architect is talking to the Oracle, she asks him about "those who want to be set free", and the
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Architect says that they will indeed be set free. So, what's that mean? Well, obviously they can't
just let everyone out of the Matrix at once...people wouldn't believe it. So my take is that they
leave the Matrix up, and let people come and go as the choose. When they feel they're ready for
the real world, they can just leave. Just as well, the exiles can choose to stay in the Matrix if they
wish.

As for how Neo destroyed Smith...Neo was the One, and thus Smith was the "Negative" One so to
speak. They were opposites, and in order to get rid of Smith, Neo had to sacrifice himself. The
only way to turn -1 into 0 is to add 1.  Once taken over by Smith, Neo was still "present" inside. He
then had access to the collective mind of Smith and could destroy them all, destroying himself in
the process, though.

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by boma57 on Thu, 06 Nov 2003 01:05:33 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

EnglandI do believe this one sets it up for a fourth film, also you dont see Neo die, you just see
him being taken away by a machine..

We saw him die in the Matrix. They could do a sequel, but it wouldn't be good because of the lack
of conflict. The war is over, so they'd have to introduce a new problem which would undoubtedly
be at least somewhat cheesy. 

TheGunrunIs there any room for a sequil? It would be nice to see an after math kind of thing.
Maybe the second level of the matrix is real.

Like I said above, there's a very slim chance of a sequel, but what is more probable is a
[live-action] prequel of when the machines took over. I doubt that we'll see either, though.

Also, in an interview in TV Guide, one of the actors (I believe it was Jada Pinkett-Smith) said that
the Wachowskis are very clear with what they do. The whole thing is filled with metaphors, but the
story is clear-cut. The real world is the real world, and the Matrix is the Matrix.

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by TheGunrun on Thu, 06 Nov 2003 01:13:50 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I thought that exactaly. Well How about an animatrix 2. The 3rd Renisance Rise of the Humans.

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by cowmisfit on Thu, 06 Nov 2003 01:46:48 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

EnglandQuote:5. Does the Matrix get destroyed? 
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Unclear. The architect talks to the Oracle (who is the mother of the matrix) at the very end and
mentions something about freeing the "others", but I don't know if that's all humans or what.
Blazer thinks that since the war is over, he will free all humans who are essentially POWs. 

I do believe this one sets it up for a fourth film, also you dont see Neo die, you just see him being
taken away by a machine..

ARG im gonnna have to go around this topic till i see it now grrr.

Subject: My Matrix Revolutions Questions  *** Caution Spoilers ***
Posted by Blazer on Thu, 06 Nov 2003 02:03:47 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Here are some questions I have after seeing the movie this morning.  Crimson and I are seeing it
again tonight, after which I may have some answers. I threw some random thoughts in as well.

1. Is Neo really "the one", or is it the girl/child?  In the first movie, Morpheus says "When the
Matrix was first built, there was a man born inside who had the ability to change whatever he
wanted, to remake the Matrix as he saw fit".  Now we have seen Neo do lots of superhuman stuff
involving speed and strength, and even using telekenesis, not to mention bringing Trinity back to
life...but he has done no "remaking the Matrix".  All of Neos powers seem to be centered around
him, and he does not have the power to remake the actual Matrix.  The girl however, created the
sunrise...so maybe she is "the one"? 

2. If the machine city is the real world, how come it was all shown in code (gold code just like
Seraph)?

3. Why does that one Sentinel go through the ship and through Neos body?  Note #2 and #3
assume the "matrix within a matrix" theory is not in effect.

4. Smith remembers beating Neo before..all the way to the end...the only reason things changed
and Smith didn't win was because Neo was assisted by Deus Ex Machina....so what does this
mean?  In the previous 5 instances of the Matrix, did Smith fight and kill the exact same Neo? Or
were they other "ones". How did the previous versions of the Matrix end...Smith defeats Neo, and
then everything resets?  Smith makes it VERY clear that at least he believes he "remembers" all
of this happening before, and that he will be victorious.

5. Where were the machines taking Neo at the end?  His "body" (nothing indicated he is dead)
was placed on the back of one of those large machines and they were bringing him
somewhere...were they returning him to Zion or....?

6. The trainman must be a programmer or debugger if he can create and control loops (the train
stop was a loop...as seen by Neo running out one side and coming in the other, and the train had
"LOOP" on it).

7. Seraph is an "angel".  The vampire dudes called him "Wingless". I guess he is a guardian angel
of the Oracle.
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8. Why the hell doesn't Zion just build some "EMP Towers" in the dock area so they can just hit a
button and zap stuff rather than depend on some ship to come fly in and do it 

9. Where the fuck are the twins??? They didn't die in Reloaded...they were cool dammit!

10. This is the first time Neo has declined candy from the Oracle...hmmmm.

11. The Oracle tells the girl they will see Neo again sometime...did she mean THE Neo, or the
next "one"?

12. The system seems to want to exterminate exiles.  They wanted to delete the keymaker badly,
so why don't they go after other exiles like the Merovingian, all the vampires, etc?  

13. Speaking of exiles, Smith calls the girl the "last exile"...did he mean last as in the latest?  The
vampires and people of club hel are definitely exiles, as exiles were definined by the oracle as
either obsolete programs that are hiding in the matrix from deletion, or ones doing "things they are
not supposed to do"...she specifically mentioned angels and vampires.

14. The trainman indicated that Neo was sent to Mobil Ave by the merovingian...so where was
he/his mind between the time he collapsed from destroying the four sentinels and when the
trainman dumped him at Mobil Ave (we never actually see him get dumped there, he just wakes
up there).

15. The girl/child is the first program that does not have a purpose.  Is this the beginning of the
machines having the ability to make choices?

16. Why don't the machines put some towers or solar panels above the clouds where its nice and
sunny....okay maybe not they were pretty darn high up there, and flying through the black could
layer not only zapped the sentinels but the engines of the ship. 

17. If there is no matrix within a matrix, why was neo able to feel the humans below as they
passed over the fields? That combined with 01 being shown in gold code (even when not viewed
from Neos point of view), seems to support the matrix within a matrix theory. If there IS a matrix
within a matrix, then when/where/what is the real world?  I guess this is the time you ask "what is
real".

Okay I'm done for now...after seeing it again I will probably have some answers as well as more
questions 

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by XtremeGaming69 on Thu, 06 Nov 2003 02:26:49 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Answer to #4.

I am led to believe that when he overtook the Oracle, he also overtook all her knowledge.  Since
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he had already made the decision to win, he saw what was going happen to win.  However, since
Neo doesn't make the decision to lose, they like override each other.  And Neo wins.

Another question, does Neo actually die at the end?  He could just be unconcious (sp?), since he
is able to leave/enter the Matrix without being jacked in.  Possibilty for a top secret 4th movie?
Another hint to this is when the Oracle says they will see Neo again.  An yes, I assume she
means THE Neo.  There can't be another "one", since the war is over. 

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by hareman on Thu, 06 Nov 2003 02:35:03 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I just wanted to enjoy it 

!. No humans left in the matrix so now the programs can runit as they see fit

2. Neo sees into a deeper level of reality.

3. Wait a bit

4. It was really all inevitable Smith was just playing his role in what was preordained

5. They returning him to the source I suppose a in a literal sense

6. Some of the programs could alter the matrix as in the bombs in the Merovingians building

7. Seraph is short for seraphafim an angel as in guardian you have this right

8. Emp disables everything and is only used as a last ditch defense

9. The twins are blown to kingdom come (hehe) in the SUV explosion

10. She misssed his choice she cannot see beyond her own choice that she didn't understand

11. Neo drew his power from the 'source' are they letting us believe that is something beyond the
machine world Idunno

12. Possibly because they were serving a purpose. The key maker had to lead Neo to the right
door at the right time did he do this for Noe's predessecors?

this is enough for now I just wanted to enjoy it

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by Blazer on Thu, 06 Nov 2003 02:38:48 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message
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haremanCmon blazer its not all that complicated.
2. Neo sees into a deeper level of reality.
9. The twins are blown to kingdom come (hehe) in the SUV explosion

Yes but they also showed everything being in code when shown NOT from his point of
view...including when they were taking his body away (which was also now in golden code like
Seraphs.

The twins didn't die in the SUV explosion...you see them phase as the fire gets close to them,
surely they survived 

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by hareman on Thu, 06 Nov 2003 03:45:52 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Nah they looked pretty unhappy to me I took it they were goners

Subject: Re: My Matrix Revolutions Questions  *** Caution Spoilers **
Posted by boma57 on Thu, 06 Nov 2003 03:48:37 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

1. Neo is the one. Anytime he's stop bullets or any super-human martial arts he's remaking the
Matrix by redefining the laws of the code to suit him. He just never made any drastic changes.

2. The gold code/light is representative of Neo's newfound ability to extend his powers beyond the
Matrix and sense things in the real world.

3. No idea. Perhaps that sentinel had already exploded, and what we saw in Code-Vision was just
it's "ghost" passing through the ship?

4. Yes, Smith was most likely having Deja Vu references to the previous times he'd defeated Neo.

5. They could've been taking him anywhere depending on whether you believe he's alive or not.
To a burial site? To Zion to be buried? To a medical facility? To a funeral pyre?

6. Merovingian is an exile and he programmed the cake, so I'm sure the trainman can be a
programmer too  Nice job spotting "loop" on the train, I didn't.

7. Also nice catch, I didn't notice that.

8. Like Locke said, would it be worth frying all their own machinery? Contrary to games like
Generals, machinery wouldn't come back online after a set time. If they set one of those off, all
their systems would be fried permanently.
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9. Just because they phased out, it doesn't mean they survived. Perhaps when they die, they just
phase out like that.

10. He was hungry for answers, not candy 

11. Probably Neo. If the Matrix is destroyed, why the need for another one? I'd heard the following
theory before but hadn't yet associated it with Revolutions until someone pointed it out to
me...Neo sacrificed himself to save humanity, and even died in a cross-shaped position. Then, the
oracle says he'll return. It doesn't take long to put two and two together 

12. I'm sure they did, that's probably why Merovingian wanted the keymaker, to use his backdoors
for convenient excapse.

13. If the war is over and there is no need for the Matrix any longer, there would be no need to
continue creating programs. Thus, the girl would be the last exile if there were no more new
programs to be exiled.

14. No dea

15. She's not the first.  Merovingian? All the other exiles? They may have had a purpose at one
point, but not any longer. I know what you mean, though. But just because it's the first time we
hear machines speak of love, it does not mean that it is the first time it has occured.

16. They don't need it, they have Energizer-Humans  After the peace though, I'd assume there
would be collaboration to clear the sky.

17. Once again, the gold code/light is representative of Neo's carry-over abilities and the ability to
sense things outside of the Matrix. Just because we're shown a few scenes from that perspective
that are not exactly Neo's perspective doesn't mean anything. They wanted to show Neo walking
down the hall in Code-vision. Wouldn't have looked too good in first person, so they made it third 

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by frijud on Thu, 06 Nov 2003 03:59:51 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Thanks Crimmy,  That write was most enlightening.  I feel more prepared to watch the movie now,
and know more what to look for.  I will only get one chance to see it, so I want to make the most of
it.

Thanks again.

Subject: Re: My Matrix Revolutions Questions  *** Caution Spoilers **
Posted by Blazer on Thu, 06 Nov 2003 08:07:02 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message
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Taximes Once again, the gold code/light is representative of Neo's carry-over abilities and the
ability to sense things outside of the Matrix. Just because we're shown a few scenes from that
perspective that are not exactly Neo's perspective doesn't mean anything. They wanted to show
Neo walking down the hall in Code-vision. Wouldn't have looked too good in first person, so they
made it third 

What about at the end, when Neos "body" (not implying he is dead) is loaded onto that machine
(note that it is bringing him INTO the machine city), everything is still shown in gold code there as
well. Hmmm.

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by England on Thu, 06 Nov 2003 10:25:15 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

frijudThanks Crimmy,  That write was most enlightening.  I feel more prepared to watch the movie
now, and know more what to look for.  I will only get one chance to see it, so I want to make the
most of it.

Thanks again.

Dude :\

That ruined the film!

They are all pretty easy to notice and find out, and the film does tie up most of the looseend and
generals "WTF?!" Matrix questions.

Quote:We saw him die in the Matrix. They could do a sequel, but it wouldn't be good because of
the lack of conflict. The war is over, so they'd have to introduce a new problem which would
undoubtedly be at least somewhat cheesy. 

Taximas, cheesy it may be, or maybe not.

But What is with the distraction story of the next 'last exile' - The little asian girl Seta, its not a
huge part, but it makes you think, Why is the last exile a program?  And why is she able to control
the matrix at 6 years old?

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by Xtrm2Matt on Thu, 06 Nov 2003 10:44:29 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I heard there IS going to be a 4th Film  
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Subject: Re: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by djlaptop on Thu, 06 Nov 2003 11:24:48 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Crimson1.  How did Neo defeat agent Smith?
Um, he and Trinity flew to the machine city (01) and Neo spoke to the Deus Ex Machina which
was this big machine with a face made of sentinel-like things. He told them that Smith would
destroy the Matrix and only he (Neo) could stop it. The machines agreed to end the war if Neo
succeeded. He was jacked in by the machines and met up with Smith who had inhabited pretty
much every single person/program in the Matrix, up to and including the Oracle. They got into a
huge brawl spanning city streets, abandoned buildings, and zero gravity. Finally Neo succumbs to
Smith and Smith infects him. The machines read the virus/Smith code and quickly determine how
to destroy it/him and all the Smiths explode in white light and become the people they once were.
I'm basing some of this on my interpretations.

I interpreted this slightly differently. The machines knew that if Smith was not stopped, he would
spread into ALL machines, not just the matrix. Kinda like if you have a firewall, but some
motherfu(%#er with a laptop plugs into your LAN and infects your whole network with msblast.
Once Neo was no longer standing in his way, Smith would essentially destroy both worlds. 

This doesn't make much sense, as I don't think that realistically machines would care about that.
They have no motivations other than survival, and the overwriting of their "firmware" by Smith
doesn't affect their survival at all.

Anyhow, Neo defeated Smith by not defeating him. He realized that beating Smith wouldn't help,
because there are a zillion other Smiths. The Oracle told Neo that Smith is his opposite - he is the
equasion attempting to balance itself out. Recall that when Smith takes over a body, he becomes
the sum of himself and that body, which is how he was able to know about Sati's cookie
conversation, and the Oracle's "everything that has a beginning has an end" speech. Basic math
tells us that the sum of anything and its opposite is 0. By taking over Neo, he became 0, which
allowed the machines to finally remove him from the equasion.

Crimson3.  How did Neo destroy/stop all the sentanals outside the matrix?
I don't believe this is clear. He uses this ability even more in the real world in the movie.

I stand by my "EMP built into the body" theory, a slightly modified version anyway... Neo was
manufactured by the machines for the sole purpose of control. Because of this, he HAD to have
been designed differently from everyone else - I believe he was built with hardware capable of
wireless matrix access. Technically this is all that he needed to issue self-destruct commands to
the sentinels. This also is how he ended up in the train station and matrix without a hardline.

What disappoints me, however, is that we have to speculate. This should have been answered in
Revolutions.

Crimson5.  Does the Matrix get destroyed?
Unclear. The architect talks to the Oracle (who is the mother of the matrix) at the very end and
mentions something about freeing the "others", but I don't know if that's all humans or what.
Blazer thinks that since the war is over, he will free all humans who are essentially POWs.
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The Oracle and the Architect (who never did meet Neo again, hehe), in the last scene of the film,
discuss the future of the matrix. Obviously the machines can't survive without the humans in the
matrix. Obviously, there is no "peace" as long as the humans are kept against their will. They
discussed freeing "the others," and I interpret that to mean that those who want out of the matrix
can get out without all the hassle. The people that are unaware of the matrix and are perfectly
happy within it will remain.

Also, you should notice that in this scene, which takes place in the matrix, it is missing its green
tinge.

Crimson
6.  Does Morphious get the girl?
Pretty much. No kissing or anything, but their old memories and some trying experiences draw
them back together.

I don't know about this. They definitely go through an ordeal together, but it's very unclear as to
whether or not they'll get back together romantically. Anyway, who cares!? This was not a story
about the relationship between Niobe and Morpheus.

Crimson7.  What happens to the Archatech?
We see him at the end. I don't remember a lot of what they talked about. Maybe someone else
can fill this in.

The architect sulks off. He is obviously upset at the way things went down, because it means he
failed. He must, however, abide by the peace agreement, and he hates it. 

Crimson
9.  What happens to the guy that Agent Smith takes over in the real world?
This was awesome. He wakes up around the time Neo gets out of the Merovingian's hold, and the
actor talked and acted JUST like Hugo Weaving. 

I thought about this... The way he/Smith spoke is pretty much how you would expect a machine
with AI to speak. Very well spoken, each word carefully selected and extremely deliberate. No
"uh"s or "um"s, as machines don't make mistakes like that. Perfect diction, verbose accuracy, and
well thought out sentences are exactly what you'd expect.

Crimson
10.  How is the battle between the the mechwarrors and the sentanals?
Awesome.  Zion put up one hell of a fight.

The Zion battle scene was one of the most visually stunning things I've ever seen on screen. It
was even better than the Smith/Neo showdown (although there's a slo-mo punch by Neo that's
pretty damn kewl too).
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England
I do believe this one sets it up for a fourth film, also you dont see Neo die, you just see him being
taken away by a machine..

It is not made clear if Neo dies or not, BUT... At the end when we see the code of Neo being
dragged away in the "Christ on the cross" position, he is all orange, just like he saw Bane and the
rest of the machines, meaning he is all code (or machine) now.

Subject: Re: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by boma57 on Thu, 06 Nov 2003 11:49:17 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

djlaptopThis doesn't make much sense, as I don't think that realistically machines would care
about that. They have no motivations other than survival, and the overwriting of their "firmware" by
Smith doesn't affect their survival at all.

But they do have motivations other than survival. 

That's probably the largest reason for showing us the Last Exile and her family...to show that
these AI truly are sentient and can experience everything that humans can, including love.

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by boma57 on Thu, 06 Nov 2003 11:53:51 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Well, as djlaptop said in the other thread, everything that was shown in gold code up to that point
was the machines. So, when we see Neo in gold code, perhaps we can interpret it literally and
assume that he's a program now for whatever reason. Or, as I prefer to do, look at it more
indirectly and see it as symbollic of how he gave his life to save the machines in the ultimate
self-sacrifice, thus bringing humans and machines together in peace.

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by KIRBY098 on Thu, 06 Nov 2003 14:33:15 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

http://entertainment.msn.com/news/article.aspx?news=139574

Good background stuff pieced together from Animatrix and the three movies. 

Should help answer some questions.
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Subject: Re: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by XtremeGaming69 on Thu, 06 Nov 2003 17:44:44 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

djlaptopCrimson1.  How did Neo defeat agent Smith?
Um, he and Trinity flew to the machine city (01) and Neo spoke to the Deus Ex Machina which
was this big machine with a face made of sentinel-like things. He told them that Smith would
destroy the Matrix and only he (Neo) could stop it. The machines agreed to end the war if Neo
succeeded. He was jacked in by the machines and met up with Smith who had inhabited pretty
much every single person/program in the Matrix, up to and including the Oracle. They got into a
huge brawl spanning city streets, abandoned buildings, and zero gravity. Finally Neo succumbs to
Smith and Smith infects him. The machines read the virus/Smith code and quickly determine how
to destroy it/him and all the Smiths explode in white light and become the people they once were.
I'm basing some of this on my interpretations.

I interpreted this slightly differently. The machines knew that if Smith was not stopped, he would
spread into ALL machines, not just the matrix. Kinda like if you have a firewall, but some
motherfu(%#er with a laptop plugs into your LAN and infects your whole network with msblast.
Once Neo was no longer standing in his way, Smith would essentially destroy both worlds. 

This doesn't make much sense, as I don't think that realistically machines would care about that.
They have no motivations other than survival, and the overwriting of their "firmware" by Smith
doesn't affect their survival at all.

Anyhow, Neo defeated Smith by not defeating him. He realized that beating Smith wouldn't help,
because there are a zillion other Smiths. The Oracle told Neo that Smith is his opposite - he is the
equasion attempting to balance itself out. Recall that when Smith takes over a body, he becomes
the sum of himself and that body, which is how he was able to know about Sati's cookie
conversation, and the Oracle's "everything that has a beginning has an end" speech. Basic math
tells us that the sum of anything and its opposite is 0. By taking over Neo, he became 0, which
allowed the machines to finally remove him from the equasion.

I believe your theory is correct, but inaccurate.  Smith was what made the equation balanced.  By
removing Neo, he unbalanced it.  The Architecht (sp?) said that he balanced all equations, since
he couldn't create a flaw to balance the equation (remembering that the One wasn't something
that was created on purpose, it was an anomily), it meant that he had to delete the equation
altogether.  Delete Smith.

Subject: Re: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by Crimson on Thu, 06 Nov 2003 19:54:24 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

djlaptopI interpreted this slightly differently. The machines knew that if Smith was not stopped, he
would spread into ALL machines, not just the matrix. Kinda like if you have a firewall, but some
motherfu(%#er with a laptop plugs into your LAN and infects your whole network with msblast.
Once Neo was no longer standing in his way, Smith would essentially destroy both worlds. 
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Yes, after seeing it a second time last night, this is what happened. Not just the Matrix, the
machine world too.

Quote:This doesn't make much sense, as I don't think that realistically machines would care about
that. They have no motivations other than survival, and the overwriting of their "firmware" by Smith
doesn't affect their survival at all.

I disagree here. Their survival depends on their firmware. The machine world is based on artificial
intelligence which is software, not biological carbon-based like we are.

Quote:Crimson3.  How did Neo destroy/stop all the sentanals outside the matrix?
I don't believe this is clear. He uses this ability even more in the real world in the movie.

I stand by my "EMP built into the body" theory, a slightly modified version anyway... Neo was
manufactured by the machines for the sole purpose of control. Because of this, he HAD to have
been designed differently from everyone else - I believe he was built with hardware capable of
wireless matrix access. Technically this is all that he needed to issue self-destruct commands to
the sentinels. This also is how he ended up in the train station and matrix without a hardline.

I really don't think it's an EMP. When he stops the bombs, they explode. EMP doesn't do that. An
EMP on those bombs would have caused them to drop from the sky... falling plus their previous
forward momentum. He somehow disrupts their internals and they detonate (in the case of
bombs) or sizzle and crash (in the case of sentinels).

Quote:The Oracle and the Architect (who never did meet Neo again, hehe), in the last scene of
the film, discuss the future of the matrix. Obviously the machines can't survive without the humans
in the matrix. Obviously, there is no "peace" as long as the humans are kept against their will.
They discussed freeing "the others," and I interpret that to mean that those who want out of the
matrix can get out without all the hassle. The people that are unaware of the matrix and are
perfectly happy within it will remain.

Also, you should notice that in this scene, which takes place in the matrix, it is missing its green
tinge.

Yes, I understood this discussion better the second time too. The Oracle asks the Architect
specifically about the others who want to be free, not all the humans.

Quote:The Zion battle scene was one of the most visually stunning things I've ever seen on
screen. It was even better than the Smith/Neo showdown (although there's a slo-mo punch by
Neo that's pretty damn kewl too).

Agreed. The slo-mo punch looked a little Pixar the second time I saw it, but the Dock scene in
Zion was top-notch. I don't even think 20 years from now we're going to be "That looks so fake!"
like we do with Star Wars and Jaws.
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Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by Scythar on Thu, 06 Nov 2003 19:54:26 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

http://www.x-matrix.net/ All you need, Matrix explained.  

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by hareman on Thu, 06 Nov 2003 19:54:32 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

^^^^^^^^^^^

More spam from the master  

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by KIRBY098 on Thu, 06 Nov 2003 20:10:31 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

hareman^^^^^^^^^^^

More spam from the master  

Don't be so hard on yourself.

You're old, and can't help it.

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by boma57 on Thu, 06 Nov 2003 20:54:17 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

KIRBY098http://entertainment.msn.com/news/article.aspx?news=139574

Good background stuff pieced together from Animatrix and the three movies. 

Should help answer some questions.

Ehrm...they must've missed Reloaded, considering that their timeline goes by the assumption that
Neo was the second "one".

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
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Posted by boma57 on Thu, 06 Nov 2003 21:03:23 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Scytharhttp://www.x-matrix.net/ All you need, Matrix explained.  

Where's the fun in that? The best part of deep, philosophical movies is trying to figure them out 

Edit: I was just looking on the official Matrix site and they have images from the different ships.
The Nebuchadnezzar and Logos are listed as well as the Vigilant, but the other ship is called
Mjonlir. Historically, that was the name of Thor's hammer, so it makes sense that they would call it
the Hammer, but why never refer to it by it's real name in the movie. Did I just miss it?  

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by BlindNeko on Fri, 07 Nov 2003 01:29:16 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

EnglandQuote:5. Does the Matrix get destroyed? 
Unclear. The architect talks to the Oracle (who is the mother of the matrix) at the very end and
mentions something about freeing the "others", but I don't know if that's all humans or what.
Blazer thinks that since the war is over, he will free all humans who are essentially POWs. 

I do believe this one sets it up for a fourth film, also you dont see Neo die, you just see him being
taken away by a machine..

http://thematrixonline.warnerbros.com/

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by Dante on Fri, 07 Nov 2003 05:30:40 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

The novel suggests that Jesus married and fathered a child with Mary 

Magdalene who, in order to keep the child safe, fled the Middle East with a 

group of early Christians. These refugees settled in the south of France, 

and from them came a line of French kings known as the Merovingians. Brown's 

that the existence of Jesus' descendants was kept a secret by a group of 

loyal cultists well into the 20th century. The leaders of this society, 

called the Priory of Sion, included prominent men from science, politics, 
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and the arts, including Galileo, Isaac Newton, and Leonardo Da Vinci.

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by TheMouse on Sat, 08 Nov 2003 07:16:13 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

hmmm.... This is all very interesting, but not what I heard. This is how the movie goes, according
to pointlesswasteoftime.com's The Matrix: Revolutions Trailer Analysis:

 
The kid from Animatrix who freed himself from the system and who is seen in exactly one minute
of Reloaded, single-handedly fends off the army of Sentinels, then takes over the Architect's body
and becomes ruler of the virtual universe. This means he is really The One, rather than the man
we all thought was The One: the guy playing the harp in the background during Cypher's
restaurant scene; 

The war between the humans and the machines finally ends in a truce, with humans still enslaved
by the Matrix and living in underground craphole Zion (this could also be interpreted as a 100%
victory for the machines, I suppose); 

Neo sacrifices his own life to make this possible (that is, to get things back to exactly where they
were at the beginning of the first film); 

The film then ends with a black screen, with big white letters that say: 

"Fuck you, Audience."

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by Renx on Sat, 08 Nov 2003 16:02:14 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

1 thing still comfuses me: If all of the people that want to leave the matrix actually do leave, then
how will the machines get power? Wouldn't this piss them off enough to go and finish off zion? Are
they going to tell everyone in the Matrix that it isn't real and that they should go to the real world?
Who would really want to live in zion? If i was in zion, I would be plugged in straight time having
fun in the matrix.

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by boma57 on Sat, 08 Nov 2003 18:05:58 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Renx1 thing still comfuses me: If all of the people that want to leave the matrix actually do leave,
then how will the machines get power? Wouldn't this piss them off enough to go and finish off
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zion? Are they going to tell everyone in the Matrix that it isn't real and that they should go to the
real world? Who would really want to live in zion? If i was in zion, I would be plugged in straight
time having fun in the matrix.

You know how in the first movie, Morpheus & friends have to free Neo through that big long
process while avoiding agents? Well, now, people who "are ready" to be set free simply will be
without the hastle, and they won't have to worry about sentinel attacks, etc in the real world.
People like Cypher on the other hand, who are happy in the Matrix, will be left inside.

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by Renx on Sat, 08 Nov 2003 21:04:24 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

TaximesRenx1 thing still comfuses me: If all of the people that want to leave the matrix actually do
leave, then how will the machines get power? Wouldn't this piss them off enough to go and finish
off zion? Are they going to tell everyone in the Matrix that it isn't real and that they should go to the
real world? Who would really want to live in zion? If i was in zion, I would be plugged in straight
time having fun in the matrix.

You know how in the first movie, Morpheus & friends have to free Neo through that big long
process while avoiding agents? Well, now, people who "are ready" to be set free simply will be
without the hastle, and they won't have to worry about sentinel attacks, etc in the real world.
People like Cypher on the other hand, who are happy in the Matrix, will be left inside.

yes, but don't the machines need the people in the matrix for a source of energy? If half the
people in the matrix were set free, the machines would lose half of their energy source.

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by boma57 on Sun, 09 Nov 2003 01:56:54 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

The Architect said in Reloaded that the machines have levels of survival that they are "prepared to
accept".

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by bigwig992 on Sun, 09 Nov 2003 07:27:30 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Yeah I saw revolutions tonight. It was pretty great. Personally I thought the ending sucked,
expecting a full explanation, maybe a nice big scene with humans and the machines sharing a
beer would be sufficient, but it was a cliff hanger, I was expecting anwsers. 

Oh, and I don't think the Matrix inside a Matrix idea is true. I thought it was all just yellow
machine'y stuff, but if it was code, I think Neo see's everything in it because of that "wireless
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matrix jack" that someone mentioned earlier? If he lost his real vision, that little antenna in the
back of his head still receiving feed from the matrix could give him postions of everythign he saw
in the gold code. That's how he destroyed all the sentinals in the real world too, kind of "hacking"
into the matrix and killing them. Same with those artillery shells, I'm sure they'd have some kind of
self destruct feature on them, they looked a bit more coomplicated then the classic metal n gun
powder. The last scene with Neo being carryed away in yellow code? I'd say it was a 3rd person
perspective of what Neo saw, remember, he had all that grand stuff that lets him jack into the
matrix.

Oh man, my theory is completely boogus. Oh well,  the Zion battle kicked ass.

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by cowmisfit on Sun, 09 Nov 2003 14:37:51 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

lol im still gonna see it but thre is no way i can go with out it alreayd being ruined lol no matter
were i go people are talken about it school, tv, renegade games, counter-strike games, here lol i
do admit thats my fault for reading all that i didnt get the *spoilers inside* thing untill it was too late
lol.

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by DaveGMM on Sun, 09 Nov 2003 20:02:34 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

The one thing that sticks in my mind are the two "easter eggs" in the beginning-ish part.

When they are chasing the train guy in the station, you see two adverts. One for "Tasty wheat"
(Remember Mouse?) And for nuclear power, or power in some way. (Remember the big 'ol plant
that went boom?)

Just to take the thread OT for a few seconds 

Subject: Do you think Matrix Revolutions could of happened differntly
Posted by Infinint on Sun, 09 Nov 2003 21:21:59 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Do you think Revolutions could have had a happy ending where Neo dosent die and Trinnity dont
have to die?

In other words, how could Neo kill sith without killing him slef to balnce the equation makeing
smith uneeded?
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Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by DaveGMM on Sun, 09 Nov 2003 22:58:35 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Make a nice little thing saying "SPOILERS INSIDE", eh?

And yes for Neo not dying, but for Trinity, I think that was a definate point in the story. Neo knew
what to do, knew he had to go on, even if he was alone.

And, AAMoF, there is no DEFINATE proof that Neo IS dead.

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by Imdgr8one on Sun, 09 Nov 2003 23:02:49 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Yea add that little part in there so you don't ruin for more people than you already have.

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by Crimson on Sun, 09 Nov 2003 23:20:48 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I merged that old topic into this one. I hate when people start topics about the same exact thing
that there is an existing topic for.

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by Infinint on Mon, 10 Nov 2003 04:45:08 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

You know that if you die in the matrix you die in real life, so when neo was turned into a smith his
program was deleted, as it would be if he did die, thus there is no neo to go back to his body.  

Although Neo is dead, I find it stupid that if you die in the matrix you die in real life.  I geuss thay
just made it ahve to be that way so thay dont just have to go in and if thay died be able to come
right back and keep fighting.

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by C4miner on Mon, 10 Nov 2003 05:19:29 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Yeah, NO RESPAWNS 
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Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by Infinint on Mon, 10 Nov 2003 06:13:39 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

n00b complaing about the matrix: 
But in renegade there are respawns, see. (takes knife and stabs him self in the head ,dies and
disapers)
(n00b reapers and stabes him self in the head again)

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by boma57 on Mon, 10 Nov 2003 11:59:42 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Just something else to throw into the fray...This theory was proposed by my friend, and I think it
makes excellent sense.

Obviously, at the end of Revolutions, Neo and Smith both "die" because they're opposites and
able to counter each other, but how exactly does this work? Let me remind you of a quote from
Reloaded:

Quote:Smith: Thank you. But as you well know, appearances can be deceiving, which brings me
back to the reason why we're here. We're not here because we're free, we're here because we're
not free. There's no escaping reason, no denying purpose - because as we both know, without
purpose, we would not exist.
Smith 2: It is purpose that created us,
Smith 3: Purpose that connects us,
Smith 4: Purpose that pulls us,
Smith 5: That guides us,
Smith 6: That drives us,
Smith 7: It is purpose that defines,
Smith 8: Purpose that binds us.
Smith: We're here because of you, Mister Anderson, we're here to take from you what you tried to
take from us. Purpose.

When Smith fought Neo in Revolutions, he had taken over everyone in the Matrix. Every human,
every exile...All of it. Except Neo. When he assimilates Neo, he's assimilated everyone. Every last
thing. And thus, he no longer has purpose. 

And "...without purpose, we would not exist."

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by KIRBY098 on Mon, 10 Nov 2003 14:03:46 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Neo is still alive folks, his body was glowing brightly after being taken away on the flatbed. Hell,
the Oracle even said she expected to see him again. 
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DEAD BODIES DO NOT HAVE GLOWING SIGNATURES..........

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by frijud on Mon, 10 Nov 2003 16:33:26 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I saw the movie over the weekend.  I was glad I saw it, but overall it was a bit of a dissapointment.
 I want to see it again, but I will wait for the DVD to come out.  I still think that the Matrix (all three
movies) sets the bar for special effects in action movies.

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by fl00d3d on Mon, 10 Nov 2003 20:07:40 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I don't know if this will shed much light, but here I go (if I've repeated anything I'm sorry).  Here's
my interpretation:

The oracle's purpose (eveything has a purpose ... there is a governing program for everything)
was to un-balance the equation.  The Architect's purpose was to balance the equation.  That's
why we need the oracle, because it was outside his capabilities for thinking.  Smith overwrote
everything in the matrix, including the Oracle.  (note: the Merovingian had overwrote her body as
you can see by her new 'shell' in Revolutions).  Smith can now see the fate (or plan) of everything.
 Or so he thinks.

In the end, Neo realizes that he much allow Smith to defeat him in order to defeat Smith.  When
the agreement is made between the machines and Neo to end the war under that condition, he's
plugged in.  when the oracle was overwritten, that "smith" became the dominant smith that ran
them all.  The same applies when Neo is overwitten.  That smith (Neo's mind) now represents
everything Smith controls.  The machine then terminates Neo's body, thus killing the master smith
and his influence in the matrix.

Neo is dead.  Neo was the one.  But at first, Neo was just "another the one".  He separated
himself at the end of the first one when he imprinted himself onto the Agent program Smith.  This
series of events led Neo to control the Matrix in its entirety.

Going back to the whole theory on the machines needing the power generated from the people
plugged into the matrix, the machines found themselves in a fundamental predicament.  They had
to call a truce and rely on Neo to defeat Smith so their power source would not be destroyed. 
Saving the machines from extinction would be mankinds show of good faith (of peace).  Neo was
so integrated into the Matrix that he could "see" the engergy produced by it (the same energy that
powered the machines and their city in the real world).  He could also thereby fight the machines
in the real world by controlling their power (given to them through the Matrix that Neo controls).

I took a look at all the different possibilities before Revolultions came out and this is pretty much
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what I had predicted.  Between the parallels of this movie and computing / religion (two very
strong and intentional parallels) you can begin to understand the theory behind this plot.

*whew*

The most challenging puzzles I've seen (even after seeing Revolutions) anywhere on the internet
came from Blazer in this thread.  So kudos!

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by Ferhago on Mon, 10 Nov 2003 20:11:10 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I thought only mechanical signatures were shown in gold light.

I never once saw an organic person in the gold vision and bane doesn't count because he was
agent smith or at least had his mechanical signature.

Just my two cents. Here's a bizarre theory, what if Neo is being revived by the machines with
mechanical implants?

What if the little girl in the matrix is that giant spike ball thing?

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by warranto on Wed, 12 Nov 2003 05:51:02 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I just saw it today, so I can finally add my two cents worth. First to clarify a few things...

Quote:(note: the Merovingian had overwrote her body as you can see by her new 'shell' in
Revolutions).

Not quite true. He had her killed for crossing him. Metrovigian never "overwrote" her as that would
imply him creating the new shell. However, since the oracle's purpose is essencial to the matrix's
survival, he was unable to completely get rid of her. Hence the new shell, as the ond one had
been killed.

Quote:The machine then terminates Neo's body, thus killing the master smith and his influence in
the matrix. 

Also incorrect, though it's close. Had this been true, the machines would have been able to take
Smith out as soon as he took control of something the machines also had control of (anyone still
hooked into the matrix). What happened, has been discussed before. Neo was the "One", Smith
was the "negative One" when Smith took control of Neo's body, the two opposing variables came
into contact. However dispite that, they are still just variables, though now by joining together the
machines could cancel the equation.
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Quote:This series of events led Neo to control the Matrix in its entirety.

He couldn't control the matrix, just manipulate it to the same extent as everyone else freed from
the matrix. He was just able to manipulate it to a greater degree, hence the flying and super
speeds demonstrated in Reloaded.

Quote:had to call a truce and rely on Neo to defeat Smith so their power source would not be
destroyed.

Sorry, but also not right. What the machines were afraid of was Smith infecting, and eventually
taking control of the machines. Despite being machines, they had a sence of self-preservation that
they wished to maintain, and that Smith was threatening. The power supply had nothing to do with
it, as despite being taken over by Smith, they were still maintaining power. Not to mention, in
Reloaded the Architect mentioned the matrix and everyone in it was going to be destroyed
anyways due to Neo's choice.

Quote:Neo was so integrated into the Matrix

Sort of true. When Neo becomes the "One", it's because his body had a program written into it
that in a sence activated whenever he was jacked in to the Matrix. It's this program that allowed
him to have his superhuman abilities, and why Smith (Another program) was considered to be the
counter to Neo, and why they were able to negate each other when integrated. As well, like Smith,
Neo found a way to bring part of the program to the real world. The difference being, Neo did it
unknowingly. This is why he was able to disrupt the machines and destroy them.

Quote:Except Neo. When he assimilates Neo, he's assimilated everyone. Every last thing. And
thus, he no longer has purpose. 

Refer to my previous answer to this. Your sort of right, though Smiths purpose was not to
assimilate everyone. His purpose was to be Neo's opposite.

As for whether Neo is actually dead, he may be alive, just no longer be considered the "One" as
that programming was negated by Smith assimilating him.

The only question I still have is the overall purpose of the girl. She has no purpose, yet is able to
at least manipulate the matrix directly. She creates the sunset at the end, and is told by the Oracle
that it looks nice. The Matrix series may be done, but the story has yet to be fully completed. I
predict either a spin-off movie, or a tv series. (Remember at the end of Godzilla there was that
one remaining egg that survived the explosion. A cartoon soon followed)

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by Aurora on Wed, 12 Nov 2003 06:10:47 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

My thoughts on the little girl: Smith refers to her as "the last exile," so i sense some deeper
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meaning there.

As for a spinoff/tv-show, I think we have our answer there.

To quote the intro... "After Revolutions... The Matrix goes online"

Matrix MMORPG? Seems like a good idea to me.

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by DaveGMM on Wed, 12 Nov 2003 13:02:50 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I do not believe that the Matrix Online will work, or at least, I have very strong doubts.

I simply do not understand how they want to work it, especially from the limited information they
have on the site. I suppose that I'll have to keep checking up.

Though it would certainly be interesting to play and "be" in the matrix, I have this feeling that it's
going to fall flat on it's face.

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by fl00d3d on Wed, 12 Nov 2003 17:35:54 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Warranto:

Dude, I know we've had arguments in the past over 'other' subjects, but I'm seriously not trying to
argue about the matrix with you now.  lol  Just so you know that when I ask this next question.

How do you know that you are right and I'm not right.  I ask this straight-faced and in all sincerity. 
Honestly, if you know something that I don't (or there is an official information source I have not
tapped) please let me know.

I love this Matrix shit, and I've been playing through all the possibilities for the longest time. 
Again, I'm seriously not doing this just to argue.  I just want to know the truth damnit, lol!!

Thanks, man.

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by warranto on Wed, 12 Nov 2003 18:59:14 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

lol, don't worry Fl00d3d, I never bring past greivances into new topics unless actions warrant it.
Most of the answers I got were straight from the movie. It either explisitly stated it that way, or
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required just a bit of interpretation, though was more or less stated during the course of the movie.
The rest of it, I admit is just my opinion, and of course anyones opinion can be flawed. I just
believe that I am at least more right than your interpretation. If you get a chance, jot down my
answers, and watch the movie again. I'm sure you'll be able to see why I feel I'm right, and
perhaps be able to expand on, or correct my interpretations.

Edit: By the way, I didn't pick on you because of your history here. You just happened to be the
guy who posted before me where I had an opportunity to correct (in my opinion) some
misunderstandings.

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by Spice on Wed, 12 Nov 2003 19:42:02 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

any of you guys played enter the matrix???? helps youunderstand matric reloaded better and
adds maney new things to the movie but the game was crap like the first hour of the matrix
reloaded lol but if you watch all 3 movies and animatrix and play enter the matrix its a fun
experience ...

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by Renx on Wed, 12 Nov 2003 20:06:32 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

AuroraX0My thoughts on the little girl: Smith refers to her as "the last exile," so i sense some
deeper meaning there.

As for a spinoff/tv-show, I think we have our answer there.

To quote the intro... "After Revolutions... The Matrix goes online"

Matrix MMORPG? Seems like a good idea to me.

If the matrix went online(as a game), it would be cool if it had an everquest type gameplay. Like
where you build up levels, and eventually when you get high enough youa re considdered a "one".
Maybe even people could play as agents? Probly wouldn't work, but it's a cool idea.

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by boma57 on Wed, 12 Nov 2003 20:37:44 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

RenxAuroraX0My thoughts on the little girl: Smith refers to her as "the last exile," so i sense some
deeper meaning there.
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As for a spinoff/tv-show, I think we have our answer there.

To quote the intro... "After Revolutions... The Matrix goes online"

Matrix MMORPG? Seems like a good idea to me.

If the matrix went online(as a game), it would be cool if it had an everquest type gameplay. Like
where you build up levels, and eventually when you get high enough youa re considdered a "one".
Maybe even people could play as agents? Probly wouldn't work, but it's a cool idea.

It takes place after Revolutions, so most of that can't happen.

The Architect says that the Matrix remains in place for people who are happier inside, but people
who wish to get out will have no problem doing so. Thus, there are no agents and no "one"s.

You might think that it would make a pretty crappy game with no one to fight against, but there is.
The exiles 

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by snipesimo on Fri, 14 Nov 2003 02:53:43 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Sorry if this has been asked, but here are my most obvious questions:
#1: As Blazer wondered, I also thought why didn't the machines build some big-ass towers with
solar panels on them for power?
#2: Freeing minds = no matrix = no power, you would think if these machines were so smart and
there was a way to fix the sky, they would have done it.
#3: The humans had no chance, nothing left, why not make the final blow? It doesn't makr sense,
if the machines don't feel emotion.
#4: Something tells me the machines will see the whiney humans come back asking for land and
just say, its easier to kill them. Human to human can't get along, let alone suer-superior machines
and humans with basically nothing.

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by Slicer_238 on Fri, 14 Nov 2003 03:44:35 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Probably Neo. If the Matrix is destroyed, why the need for another one? I'd heard the following
theory before but hadn't yet associated it with Revolutions until someone pointed it out to
me...Neo sacrificed himself to save humanity, and even died in a cross-shaped position. Then, the
oracle says he'll return. It doesn't take long to put two and two together.

That was from Taximes.
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Come on now, it shouldn't take that long to figure out, he is the second coming of the son of man. 
There are so many Bible referances in the Matrix and Animatrix its like watching Bible on tape. 
But I think he is the second coming of Jesus.  Then there was my thread about the whole Matrix 
not even existing because of three logical flaws in the Animatrix. But anywho, Neo was the
second coming of Jesus.

The machines could not build towers.  Remember when thee ship flew up to the sky they fried
upon getting close to the black clouds.

I still think someone should pull up my logical flaws from my topic and take a good hard look at
them.  No not Blazer, he thinks I nitpick too much.

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by Majiin Vegeta on Fri, 14 Nov 2003 17:42:10 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

omg this film was god the battles was great

confused at how smith dies.. the oposing thing sounds good

i just thought when smith took over neo.. the big machine just deleted smith

but the opposite things sounds better than my shity theroy 

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by Crimson on Fri, 14 Nov 2003 19:34:21 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Once a capable person has a virus in their hands, they can analyze it. How it got in, what it does,
and what its weaknesses are. My theory was that when they jacked Neo in and he allowed himself
to become infected, the machines themselves were able to see the virus and figure out how to
destroy it.

Everyone else who was infected was merely asleep until they rebooted the Matrix (evidenced by
the cat walking by twice = deja vu) -- once it was rebooted, everything was fixed and the people
woke up. I think all that happened to Neo was that his own consciousness was asleep while Smith
had his short run inside Neo, and he will soon wake up like everyone else.

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by snipesimo on Fri, 14 Nov 2003 20:22:54 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message
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What could the machines be built of that causes them to die close to the sky, but a big metal ship
is fine? You would think they would eventually find a way around it.

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by boma57 on Fri, 14 Nov 2003 20:51:54 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Slicer_238Probably Neo. If the Matrix is destroyed, why the need for another one? I'd heard the
following theory before but hadn't yet associated it with Revolutions until someone pointed it out to
me...Neo sacrificed himself to save humanity, and even died in a cross-shaped position. Then, the
oracle says he'll return. It doesn't take long to put two and two together.

That was from Taximes.

Come on now, it shouldn't take that long to figure out, he is the second coming of the son of man. 
There are so many Bible referances in the Matrix and Animatrix its like watching Bible on tape. 
But I think he is the second coming of Jesus.  Then there was my thread about the whole Matrix 
not even existing because of three logical flaws in the Animatrix. But anywho, Neo was the
second coming of Jesus.

I definitely agree with the Biblical references, but I think that's all they are: references, metaphors.

If the movie was to literally portray the second coming of Christ, it would have ended differently.
Upon the second coming of Christ is also prophesized the end of the world, and we saw naught of
that.  

When He returns, it's supposed to be very sudden and instantaneous, not like Neo who didn't
even believe he was the One until the end of the first movie.

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by warranto on Sat, 15 Nov 2003 00:25:50 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

snipesimoWhat could the machines be built of that causes them to die close to the sky, but a big
metal ship is fine? You would think they would eventually find a way around it.

Actually the ship wasn't fine. All the electronics shorted out, just like the sentinels. Remember
Trinity had to manually restart everything, but couldn't in time and ended up crashing.

Subject: Matrix Revolutions **SPOILERS INSIDE**
Posted by Majiin Vegeta on Sat, 15 Nov 2003 09:39:42 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

oh oh that gold code stuff..  at the start O_o you see gold code explosion thing form into a green
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code didgit  maybe that has like a meaning O_o

and what crimson said about the cat stuff  kinda makes sense  >_<

to many theorys *goes crazy* 
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